dles, and by Davis on cochlea all discussed the possibilin a more limited set. For instance, ocr-2 is expressed ity that channels could be regulated by mechanical stimin the odor-sensing AWA and ADL neurons and in the uli. Experiments in the 1980s by Corey and Hudspeth multimodal nociceptive ASH neurons, and the protein in hair cells and by Sachs in muscle showed that mecolocalizes with OSM-9 in sensory cilia. ocr-2 mutants chanical stimuli could directly activate ion channels by have reduced osmotic sensitivity and nose-touch reaffecting transition rates between conformational sponse. Similarly, ocr-4 is expressed in the touch-sensstates. Yet the molecular identification of these ion chaning OLQ neurons. Together, these suggest that OSM-9 nels has been almost painfully slow, in part because and one of several OCR proteins may form heteromulrelatively few channels are needed to produce an adetimeric channels, sensing different stimuli in different quate receptor potential and channel abundance is concells depending on the OCR subunit. More direct resequently low.
cording of physiological responses will be needed to The first cloned channel shown to be directly activated test this idea. by membrane tension was the MscL channel of bacteria TRPV4 (Sukharev et al., 1994). While crystal structure and mutaIf OSM-9 is a mechanosensitive channel sensing osmogenesis studies have provided an elegant model for larity and touch, there may be vertebrate homologs that gating, this channel has no homolog in eukaryotes. In sense osmolarity or other mechanical stimuli. This reathe past 5 years, mutagenesis studies in flies and worms soning, along with screening of inner ear libraries and have revealed some new channels, and subsequent hocloning based on expressed sequence tags, led four mology cloning has produced more that apparently play groups to the vertebrate TRPV4 These experiments suggest that PKD1 and PKD2 form an ion channel that is activated by bending of the apical cilium in certain epithelia and that senses fluid flow parallel to the epithelial surface. There are intriguing structural parallels, and now perhaps molecular parallels, both to ciliated mechanoreceptors in flies and nematodes and to hair bundles on receptor cells in cephalopod and vertebrate inner ears. Nematode LOV-1 and PKD-2 The TRPP family also includes two members in the C. elegans genome. A homolog of PKD1, LOV-1 (for loca- nicely demonstrate both specific localization and speThe discovery of nompC was particularly influential cific function that are consistent with Nan acting as in focusing the attention of the mechanosensation field at least one component of the auditory transduction on the TRP superfamily. Thus it will be important to channel in Drosophila. At the same time, an extension confirm that NOMPC does indeed form a mechanically to vertebrate hearing or mechanosensation is unlikely activated channel that mediates the sensory neurons' because OSM-9-like TRP channels are not expressed response to bristle deflection. For instance, the nompC in vertebrates. gene is expressed within the bristle complex, in or near A Vertebrate TRPN the sensory neurons, but it has not been definitively
The Drosophila NOMPC has been a paradigm for mechshown to be made by the sensory neuron. Nor has the anosensory channels since it was cloned in 2000, but NOMPC protein been localized in the neuron's cilium, again, the common wisdom was that no direct ortholog the probable site of mechanotransduction. Similarly, we existed in vertebrates. Indeed brates, are part of the TRP ion channel superfamily. They are needed for mechanosensory cells involved in touch and hearing, and they also mediate nonsensory mechanical responses such as osmosensation. In many
